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This is the perfect book for any law student or new admittee in private practice, a law firm, or the
public sector.It separates what really goes on in actual practice from what is depicted on popular
legal-oriented television shows, and can save a new lawyer many hours and embarrassments
over learning lessons the hard way.This is the stuff that's not taught in law school. Sections
covered include what NOT to do in the office when interviewing a prospective client, what NOT
to say in a ‘lawyer’s letter, what NOT to do in court selecting a jury, where NOT to sit in court,
plus many more don’t-do’s accumulated from interviews with respected members of the bench
and bar over many years of law practice

About the AuthorGerman composer Johannes Brahms (1833–97) was a leading musician of the
Romantic period and a virtuoso pianist who premiered many of his own works. He wrote for
piano, chamber ensembles, symphony orchestra, solo voice, and chorus.
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How NOT to Practice LawIn the Office and the CourtroomBy Gene GrossmanFrom Magic Lamp
Press - Venice, CaliforniaThis is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents are
either the product of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously or with permission. Any
resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, or any events is entirely coincidental.All rights
reserved©MMIX Gene Grossman/Magic Lamp PressSmashwords Edition 1.0 November,
2009This book, or parts thereof, may not be reproduced in any form, stored in a retrieval system,
or transmitted by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise,
without written permission from Magic Lamp Press, P.O. Box 9547, Marina del Rey, CA
90295.Other books by Gene Grossman: the 13 popular Peter Sharp Legal Mystery Series,
available in both print and as eBooks from www.LegalMystery.comSingle Jeopardy…by Reason
of SanityA Class ActionConspiracy of Innocence…Until Proven InnocentThe Common LawThe
Magician’s LegacyThe Reluctant JuristThe Final CaseAn Element of PerilA Good AlibiLegally
DeadHow to Rob a BankTABLE OF CONTENTSFOREWORDINTRODUCTIONWhere’s Vin
Scully when you really need him?ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSWHERE TO SITDON’T FALL IN THE
WELLDON’T I KNOW YOU FROM SOMEWHERE?NO B.S. TO THE JUDGETHE BEARING OF
GIFTSTHE LAWYER’S LETTERAn exercise in ExtortionYES OR NO WILL DO JUST
FINELOOK THE PARTNO OFFICE? NO PROBLEMTROLLING FOR CLIENTSLITTLE THINGS
MEAN A LOTHELTER SKELTERTHE CLIENT TRUST ACCOUNTONLY DEATH and
TAXESTHE CRUSADES ARE OVERJUST SAY NOTHE LIBRARY CARDCOMPLETE
STRANGERSREASONABLENESSBY THE WAY…NOT SAVED BY THE BELLTELL IT TO THE
JUDGERESPECTThe BLACK BOX PRINCIPLESOMETHING TO THINK ABOUTAn excerpt
from the California Attorney Guidelines of Civility & ProfessionalismPETER SHARP LEGAL
MYSTERIESABOUT THE AUTHOR*****FOREWORDLonger ago than I care to remind myself
of, I was thrown out of Chicago’s Von Steuben High School during the last half of my senior year,
as a result of what I considered to be a brilliant prank… the details of which are irrelevant to this
book and too embarrassing to mention – but at the time of my departure, my transcripts had
already been sent off to Wright Junior College, the most expensive institute of higher learning I
could afford at that time. After my former class graduated, without mentioning the fact that I
didn’t have a high school diploma, I went to Wright Jr. College and registered for classes.No
questions were asked. I was admitted, and completed almost two years there, and at the last
minute dropped out instead of graduating, for fear that they might want to document my
education with an update of my incomplete high school transcripts, showing final grades at the
time of what was supposed to have been my high school graduation.Next stop were some
evening math courses at I.I.T. (Illinois Institute of Technology), and then on to Roosevelt
University in downtown Chicago, where there were no discernible admission requirements.My
main interest in college at that time of my life was to ‘still be in school,’ so my parents would allow
me to continue living at home and keep working nights at various saloons as a jazz piano player.



That worked out for another three years, until I was threatened with graduation, which might
once again lead to my being discovered as a high-school drop-out.At 24 years of age, everyone
in my household agreed that it might be a good idea for me to strike out on my own, so it was
time to head west and I drove out to California to pursue my dream of becoming a piano player in
the movies. Why not? I still had a full head of hair in those days.Unfortunately the motion picture
industry wasn’t that interested in helping me fulfill my dream, so I wound up working at a car
leasing place during the day and playing piano evenings in a bowling alley lounge… but after a
year or so, things eventually started looking up and I finally got a piano-bar gig in a nice
restaurant where Frank Sinatra had an interest. Unfortunately, I never met the man, but was told
that periodically the kitchen would be ‘off-limits,’ while some very important people were dining
back there in the fancy leather booth reserved for VIPs. One night Mr. Sinatra exited using the
front door, and when walking past the piano he nodded at me. That was my big Hollywood
experience, and caused a big run-up to my long distance telephone bill for the next few
days.Thinking is might be time to settle down I suggested to my girlfriend that we should
consider a living-together arrangement. I had recently purchased my first house in Van Nuys
($22,000, with a $500 down-payment; the mortgage payment was $122.00 a month) and it
would be a nice place for us to live and start a family.The settle-down plan was scuttled by her
lawyer, who advised her that because the property settlement with her wealthy ex-husband
wasn’t finalized, bringing her young daughter to live in with us might upset the legal applecart.I
didn’t understand how a divorced woman’s living situation could affect her property settlement,
so I made an appointment with her attorney to try and find out.He explained to me that it was a
complicated legal concept I wouldn’t understand. I said to him, “When you were going to law
school, they explained the concept to you, so why don’t you just explain it to me, the same
way.”His answer was, “If you think you can understand things the way they explain them in law
school, then I suggest you go to law school and find out for yourself.”Back at my car-leasing
cubicle I couldn’t get his remark out of my mind, and while glancing through the newspaper, I
happened upon an advertisement for an unaccredited law school’s evening classes, so I called
up to inquire about their entrance requirements and whether or not a high school diploma would
be one of them.Dean Leo Mann asked three questions: 1) are you over the age of 21? 2) Do you
have two years of college credit? 3) Can you write a check for $180.00?By seven-thirty that
evening, I was on the second floor of an Encino office building on Ventura Boulevard, becoming
a first-year law student and being allowed to purchase some used casebooks on contracts, torts
and criminal law… and a couple of ‘canned brief’ booklets.Night law school was great. The next
year they moved out of the office building and into their new building on Sepulveda Boulevard,
just north of the 405’s Roscoe exit – and after passing the ‘Baby Bar’ exam, I continued on for
another three years and then miraculously passed the Bar exam – much to the surprise of the
school’s administration.I wasn’t what you’d consider to be a good student, but absorbed a lot
from several of my female classmates. Because there were so many housewives attending
evening classes there, the University of San Fernando’s College of Law was familiarly referred to



as Betty Crocker College of Law.My last three years of law school I retired from playing piano
and instead worked evenings, first as a night law clerk at the District Attorney’s Bureau of
Investigation, and then as a night-duty bail agent for Harry Fradkin’s Bail Bonds. Working for
Harry really helped establish my law practice, because when opening up my storefront office in
Van Nuys, I sent announcements out to the hundreds of people I bailed out of jail, and had more
clients than I could handle from day one. In no time at all the storefront became a law firm and
within two years I bought an empty lot on Victory Boulevard and was constructing a one-story
office building for the several attorneys working for me. Costs for getting the structure up were
kept to a minimum because of intelligent purchasing. The labor was obtained from an attorney
who specialized in defending drunk driving cases for a local carpenter s’ union. He would charge
$750 for each defense, and when discovering that collection would be a problem, he ‘sold’ the
clients to me: I paid the attorney $300 for each carpenter, who was then allowed to work off his
legal fee by completing three weekends of framing for my law buildingPurchasing lumber was
another business success. One of my clients was a bookie and also a ‘small loan’ broker. He
was a general contractor who ran a roofing and siding business (a ‘tin man’), so his gambling
and loan clients were mostly in the construction business or owned small lumber yards. Each
week when it came time to collect his clients’ losses (or the vigorish on loans), he was often
required to accept payment in lumber – which was ultimately sold to me for about one-third of
the lumber yard’s price… and delivered to my building site early Saturday morning, just in time
for the hung-over carpenters to do their community service.Not having been a great law student
didn’t hold me back at all, because I learned early on that the A students become judges, the B
students become teachers, and the C students make a very good living - working for the D
students.Needless to say, I was the employer in the above paragraph, and my specialty was
schmoozing and getting clients… but I feel that my natural business ability did just as much to
build the practice as my ability to attract clients. More on that later in this book’s section on
building a law library.*****INTRODUCTIONAs a result of my law student years working as a bail
bondsman and with the Los Angeles District Attorney’s Bureau of Investigation as an evening
writ clerk, I became quite friendly with many Superior Court magistrates, and with their
assistance and recommendations, access to this book’s contributing judges was made much
easier.My leading question to each judge interviewed was “what’s the one thing that really
pisses you off when it comes to attorney behavior in your courtroom?” [I originally intended to
title this book “Don’t Piss off the Judge,” but political correctness ultimately won
out]*****WHERE’S VIN SCULLY WHEN YOU NEED HIM?Living here in Los Angeles, I have
become a Vin Scully fan. Not necessarily a Dodgers fan (I’m still loyal to my Cubs), but a Vin
Scully fan… and I wish he could comment on court proceedings just like he comments on
baseball gamesAny baseball fan knows that each team has a record of what every opposing
pitcher has in his throwing arsenal, and what each of the other teams’ batters can do with certain
types of pitches… and Vin Scully is like a walking computer, with all of that date in his head – or
at least it sounds that way when he says it.Unfortunately, there’s no Vin Scully doing courtroom



commentary – letting us know how every judge has every handled every ‘pitch’ tossed at him by
the attorneys that appeared in his (or her) courtroom.So, acting without Vin’s help, we did the
best we could while preparing this book, by interviewing as many judges as time permitted, and
in have reported quite a few of their preferences and pet peeves in the chapters that follow.We
also spent quite a bit of time poring through State Bar discipline reports and talking to
experienced attorneys in private practice, and have compiled several ‘horror’ stories about office
and courtroom experiences.*****WHERE TO SITIf there’s one thing you should know before
making your first court appearance, it’s how the seating arrangement is determined. Some
courts will have jury boxes and/or court reporters, but whether they do or not, they will all have a
place for a witness to sit and testify – and that side of the courtroom is for the moving party: the
plaintiff or appellant.Some courtrooms will have little placards on the table that say ‘Plaintiff’ and
‘Defendant,’ but when you go into a courtroom with no signs to give you a hint, just look to see
where the witness box is. By that time you should know if you’re the moving party or not, so
place yourself accordingly.Also, keep in mind that there isn’t a judge or attorney in any courtroom
who hasn’t had the ‘first appearance’ experience, so don’t worry – you won’t be laughed at; in
fact, even opposing counsel will probably help you out if it’s a minor procedural problem.A
classmate of mine worked as a law clerk in a firm during his last year of law school, and was
hired by the firm when his passing bar results came in. It would be another week or so before the
swearing in, so his firm had an appearance ready for him to make downtown, in the courthouse
across the street from the auditorium where the swearing-in ceremony was being held.Not being
familiar with the courtroom layout as described above, he walked in and saw that both counsel
tables were empty, so he set up shop at one of them, with an open briefcase, file spread out,
legal pad at the ready, and sat down.A few minutes later, just as the case was being called,
opposing counsel rushed in, came over to my friend, and brashly stated the first words on the
court reporter’s transcript after the judge’s calling the case: “Other table, dummy!”He survived
that embarrassment and ordered a transcript of the hearing. The page of that transcript with
opposing counsel’s seating suggestion is highlighted and framed. It now hangs in his office.And
while we’re on the subject of where to sit, I recall the time appeared for an arraignment and
because the court had a busy calendar, had to sit in the courtroom for the better part of an hour
before my case was called.There’s usually a small swinging gate (the ‘bar’) that separates the
public seating from the row of seats where attorneys sit and wait for their cases to be called.
Sometimes when it’s really a busy courtroom, we’ve even been known to occupy the juror’s
seating area… but the main thing to remember here is that if there’s room in front of the gate,
that’s where you’re supposed to wait for your case to be called. It also makes it easier for the
clerk to get your attention, should he or she need to. In other words, do NOT sit in the spectator
seats with your client. This is a bad practice for several reasons: first, you may not hear your
case being called. Also, if you’re sitting in the back of the courtroom, everything comes to a halt
while you’re trying to rush up to where you should be at the counsel table.How NOT to Practice
LawIn the Office and the CourtroomBy Gene GrossmanFrom Magic Lamp Press - Venice,



CaliforniaThis is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents are either the
product of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously or with permission. Any resemblance
to actual persons, living or dead, or any events is entirely coincidental.All rights reserved©MMIX
Gene Grossman/Magic Lamp PressSmashwords Edition 1.0 November, 2009This book, or
parts thereof, may not be reproduced in any form, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted by
any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without written
permission from Magic Lamp Press, P.O. Box 9547, Marina del Rey, CA 90295.Other books by
Gene Grossman: the 13 popular Peter Sharp Legal Mystery Series, available in both print and as
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didn’t have a high school diploma, I went to Wright Jr. College and registered for classes.No
questions were asked. I was admitted, and completed almost two years there, and at the last
minute dropped out instead of graduating, for fear that they might want to document my
education with an update of my incomplete high school transcripts, showing final grades at the
time of what was supposed to have been my high school graduation.Next stop were some
evening math courses at I.I.T. (Illinois Institute of Technology), and then on to Roosevelt
University in downtown Chicago, where there were no discernible admission requirements.My
main interest in college at that time of my life was to ‘still be in school,’ so my parents would allow
me to continue living at home and keep working nights at various saloons as a jazz piano player.
That worked out for another three years, until I was threatened with graduation, which might
once again lead to my being discovered as a high-school drop-out.At 24 years of age, everyone
in my household agreed that it might be a good idea for me to strike out on my own, so it was
time to head west and I drove out to California to pursue my dream of becoming a piano player in
the movies. Why not? I still had a full head of hair in those days.Unfortunately the motion picture
industry wasn’t that interested in helping me fulfill my dream, so I wound up working at a car
leasing place during the day and playing piano evenings in a bowling alley lounge… but after a
year or so, things eventually started looking up and I finally got a piano-bar gig in a nice
restaurant where Frank Sinatra had an interest. Unfortunately, I never met the man, but was told
that periodically the kitchen would be ‘off-limits,’ while some very important people were dining
back there in the fancy leather booth reserved for VIPs. One night Mr. Sinatra exited using the
front door, and when walking past the piano he nodded at me. That was my big Hollywood
experience, and caused a big run-up to my long distance telephone bill for the next few
days.Thinking is might be time to settle down I suggested to my girlfriend that we should
consider a living-together arrangement. I had recently purchased my first house in Van Nuys
($22,000, with a $500 down-payment; the mortgage payment was $122.00 a month) and it
would be a nice place for us to live and start a family.The settle-down plan was scuttled by her
lawyer, who advised her that because the property settlement with her wealthy ex-husband
wasn’t finalized, bringing her young daughter to live in with us might upset the legal applecart.I
didn’t understand how a divorced woman’s living situation could affect her property settlement,
so I made an appointment with her attorney to try and find out.He explained to me that it was a
complicated legal concept I wouldn’t understand. I said to him, “When you were going to law
school, they explained the concept to you, so why don’t you just explain it to me, the same
way.”His answer was, “If you think you can understand things the way they explain them in law
school, then I suggest you go to law school and find out for yourself.”Back at my car-leasing
cubicle I couldn’t get his remark out of my mind, and while glancing through the newspaper, I
happened upon an advertisement for an unaccredited law school’s evening classes, so I called
up to inquire about their entrance requirements and whether or not a high school diploma would
be one of them.Dean Leo Mann asked three questions: 1) are you over the age of 21? 2) Do you
have two years of college credit? 3) Can you write a check for $180.00?By seven-thirty that



evening, I was on the second floor of an Encino office building on Ventura Boulevard, becoming
a first-year law student and being allowed to purchase some used casebooks on contracts, torts
and criminal law… and a couple of ‘canned brief’ booklets.Night law school was great. The next
year they moved out of the office building and into their new building on Sepulveda Boulevard,
just north of the 405’s Roscoe exit – and after passing the ‘Baby Bar’ exam, I continued on for
another three years and then miraculously passed the Bar exam – much to the surprise of the
school’s administration.I wasn’t what you’d consider to be a good student, but absorbed a lot
from several of my female classmates. Because there were so many housewives attending
evening classes there, the University of San Fernando’s College of Law was familiarly referred to
as Betty Crocker College of Law.My last three years of law school I retired from playing piano
and instead worked evenings, first as a night law clerk at the District Attorney’s Bureau of
Investigation, and then as a night-duty bail agent for Harry Fradkin’s Bail Bonds. Working for
Harry really helped establish my law practice, because when opening up my storefront office in
Van Nuys, I sent announcements out to the hundreds of people I bailed out of jail, and had more
clients than I could handle from day one. In no time at all the storefront became a law firm and
within two years I bought an empty lot on Victory Boulevard and was constructing a one-story
office building for the several attorneys working for me. Costs for getting the structure up were
kept to a minimum because of intelligent purchasing. The labor was obtained from an attorney
who specialized in defending drunk driving cases for a local carpenter s’ union. He would charge
$750 for each defense, and when discovering that collection would be a problem, he ‘sold’ the
clients to me: I paid the attorney $300 for each carpenter, who was then allowed to work off his
legal fee by completing three weekends of framing for my law buildingPurchasing lumber was
another business success. One of my clients was a bookie and also a ‘small loan’ broker. He
was a general contractor who ran a roofing and siding business (a ‘tin man’), so his gambling
and loan clients were mostly in the construction business or owned small lumber yards. Each
week when it came time to collect his clients’ losses (or the vigorish on loans), he was often
required to accept payment in lumber – which was ultimately sold to me for about one-third of
the lumber yard’s price… and delivered to my building site early Saturday morning, just in time
for the hung-over carpenters to do their community service.Not having been a great law student
didn’t hold me back at all, because I learned early on that the A students become judges, the B
students become teachers, and the C students make a very good living - working for the D
students.Needless to say, I was the employer in the above paragraph, and my specialty was
schmoozing and getting clients… but I feel that my natural business ability did just as much to
build the practice as my ability to attract clients. More on that later in this book’s section on
building a law library.*****INTRODUCTIONAs a result of my law student years working as a bail
bondsman and with the Los Angeles District Attorney’s Bureau of Investigation as an evening
writ clerk, I became quite friendly with many Superior Court magistrates, and with their
assistance and recommendations, access to this book’s contributing judges was made much
easier.My leading question to each judge interviewed was “what’s the one thing that really



pisses you off when it comes to attorney behavior in your courtroom?” [I originally intended to
title this book “Don’t Piss off the Judge,” but political correctness ultimately won
out]*****WHERE’S VIN SCULLY WHEN YOU NEED HIM?Living here in Los Angeles, I have
become a Vin Scully fan. Not necessarily a Dodgers fan (I’m still loyal to my Cubs), but a Vin
Scully fan… and I wish he could comment on court proceedings just like he comments on
baseball gamesAny baseball fan knows that each team has a record of what every opposing
pitcher has in his throwing arsenal, and what each of the other teams’ batters can do with certain
types of pitches… and Vin Scully is like a walking computer, with all of that date in his head – or
at least it sounds that way when he says it.Unfortunately, there’s no Vin Scully doing courtroom
commentary – letting us know how every judge has every handled every ‘pitch’ tossed at him by
the attorneys that appeared in his (or her) courtroom.So, acting without Vin’s help, we did the
best we could while preparing this book, by interviewing as many judges as time permitted, and
in have reported quite a few of their preferences and pet peeves in the chapters that follow.We
also spent quite a bit of time poring through State Bar discipline reports and talking to
experienced attorneys in private practice, and have compiled several ‘horror’ stories about office
and courtroom experiences.*****WHERE TO SITIf there’s one thing you should know before
making your first court appearance, it’s how the seating arrangement is determined. Some
courts will have jury boxes and/or court reporters, but whether they do or not, they will all have a
place for a witness to sit and testify – and that side of the courtroom is for the moving party: the
plaintiff or appellant.Some courtrooms will have little placards on the table that say ‘Plaintiff’ and
‘Defendant,’ but when you go into a courtroom with no signs to give you a hint, just look to see
where the witness box is. By that time you should know if you’re the moving party or not, so
place yourself accordingly.Also, keep in mind that there isn’t a judge or attorney in any courtroom
who hasn’t had the ‘first appearance’ experience, so don’t worry – you won’t be laughed at; in
fact, even opposing counsel will probably help you out if it’s a minor procedural problem.A
classmate of mine worked as a law clerk in a firm during his last year of law school, and was
hired by the firm when his passing bar results came in. It would be another week or so before the
swearing in, so his firm had an appearance ready for him to make downtown, in the courthouse
across the street from the auditorium where the swearing-in ceremony was being held.Not being
familiar with the courtroom layout as described above, he walked in and saw that both counsel
tables were empty, so he set up shop at one of them, with an open briefcase, file spread out,
legal pad at the ready, and sat down.A few minutes later, just as the case was being called,
opposing counsel rushed in, came over to my friend, and brashly stated the first words on the
court reporter’s transcript after the judge’s calling the case: “Other table, dummy!”He survived
that embarrassment and ordered a transcript of the hearing. The page of that transcript with
opposing counsel’s seating suggestion is highlighted and framed. It now hangs in his office.And
while we’re on the subject of where to sit, I recall the time appeared for an arraignment and
because the court had a busy calendar, had to sit in the courtroom for the better part of an hour
before my case was called.There’s usually a small swinging gate (the ‘bar’) that separates the



public seating from the row of seats where attorneys sit and wait for their cases to be called.
Sometimes when it’s really a busy courtroom, we’ve even been known to occupy the juror’s
seating area… but the main thing to remember here is that if there’s room in front of the gate,
that’s where you’re supposed to wait for your case to be called. It also makes it easier for the
clerk to get your attention, should he or she need to. In other words, do NOT sit in the spectator
seats with your client. This is a bad practice for several reasons: first, you may not hear your
case being called. Also, if you’re sitting in the back of the courtroom, everything comes to a halt
while you’re trying to rush up to where you should be at the counsel table.TABLE OF
CONTENTSFOREWORDINTRODUCTIONWhere’s Vin Scully when you really need him?
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSWHERE TO SIT DON’T FALL IN THE WELLDON’T I KNOW YOU
FROM SOMEWHERE?NO B.S. TO THE JUDGETHE BEARING OF GIFTSTHE LAWYER’S
LETTERAn exercise in ExtortionYES OR NO WILL DO JUST FINELOOK THE PARTNO
OFFICE? NO PROBLEMTROLLING FOR CLIENTSLITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOTHELTER
SKELTERTHE CLIENT TRUST ACCOUNTONLY DEATH and TAXESTHE CRUSADES ARE
OVERJUST SAY NOTHE LIBRARY CARDCOMPLETE STRANGERSREASONABLENESSBY
THE WAY…NOT SAVED BY THE BELLTELL IT TO THE JUDGERESPECTThe BLACK BOX
PRINCIPLESOMETHING TO THINK ABOUTAn excerpt from the California Attorney Guidelines
of Civility & ProfessionalismPETER SHARP LEGAL MYSTERIESABOUT THE
AUTHOR*****FOREWORDLonger ago than I care to remind myself of, I was thrown out of
Chicago’s Von Steuben High School during the last half of my senior year, as a result of what I
considered to be a brilliant prank… the details of which are irrelevant to this book and too
embarrassing to mention – but at the time of my departure, my transcripts had already been sent
off to Wright Junior College, the most expensive institute of higher learning I could afford at that
time. After my former class graduated, without mentioning the fact that I didn’t have a high
school diploma, I went to Wright Jr. College and registered for classes.No questions were asked.
I was admitted, and completed almost two years there, and at the last minute dropped out
instead of graduating, for fear that they might want to document my education with an update of
my incomplete high school transcripts, showing final grades at the time of what was supposed to
have been my high school graduation.Next stop were some evening math courses at I.I.T.
(Illinois Institute of Technology), and then on to Roosevelt University in downtown Chicago,
where there were no discernible admission requirements.My main interest in college at that time
of my life was to ‘still be in school,’ so my parents would allow me to continue living at home and
keep working nights at various saloons as a jazz piano player. That worked out for another three
years, until I was threatened with graduation, which might once again lead to my being
discovered as a high-school drop-out.At 24 years of age, everyone in my household agreed that
it might be a good idea for me to strike out on my own, so it was time to head west and I drove
out to California to pursue my dream of becoming a piano player in the movies. Why not? I still
had a full head of hair in those days.Unfortunately the motion picture industry wasn’t that
interested in helping me fulfill my dream, so I wound up working at a car leasing place during the



day and playing piano evenings in a bowling alley lounge… but after a year or so, things
eventually started looking up and I finally got a piano-bar gig in a nice restaurant where Frank
Sinatra had an interest. Unfortunately, I never met the man, but was told that periodically the
kitchen would be ‘off-limits,’ while some very important people were dining back there in the
fancy leather booth reserved for VIPs. One night Mr. Sinatra exited using the front door, and
when walking past the piano he nodded at me. That was my big Hollywood experience, and
caused a big run-up to my long distance telephone bill for the next few days.Thinking is might be
time to settle down I suggested to my girlfriend that we should consider a living-together
arrangement. I had recently purchased my first house in Van Nuys ($22,000, with a $500 down-
payment; the mortgage payment was $122.00 a month) and it would be a nice place for us to live
and start a family.The settle-down plan was scuttled by her lawyer, who advised her that
because the property settlement with her wealthy ex-husband wasn’t finalized, bringing her
young daughter to live in with us might upset the legal applecart.I didn’t understand how a
divorced woman’s living situation could affect her property settlement, so I made an
appointment with her attorney to try and find out.He explained to me that it was a complicated
legal concept I wouldn’t understand. I said to him, “When you were going to law school, they
explained the concept to you, so why don’t you just explain it to me, the same way.”His answer
was, “If you think you can understand things the way they explain them in law school, then I
suggest you go to law school and find out for yourself.”Back at my car-leasing cubicle I couldn’t
get his remark out of my mind, and while glancing through the newspaper, I happened upon an
advertisement for an unaccredited law school’s evening classes, so I called up to inquire about
their entrance requirements and whether or not a high school diploma would be one of
them.Dean Leo Mann asked three questions: 1) are you over the age of 21? 2) Do you have two
years of college credit? 3) Can you write a check for $180.00?By seven-thirty that evening, I was
on the second floor of an Encino office building on Ventura Boulevard, becoming a first-year law
student and being allowed to purchase some used casebooks on contracts, torts and criminal
law… and a couple of ‘canned brief’ booklets.Night law school was great. The next year they
moved out of the office building and into their new building on Sepulveda Boulevard, just north of
the 405’s Roscoe exit – and after passing the ‘Baby Bar’ exam, I continued on for another three
years and then miraculously passed the Bar exam – much to the surprise of the school’s
administration.I wasn’t what you’d consider to be a good student, but absorbed a lot from several
of my female classmates. Because there were so many housewives attending evening classes
there, the University of San Fernando’s College of Law was familiarly referred to as Betty
Crocker College of Law.My last three years of law school I retired from playing piano and instead
worked evenings, first as a night law clerk at the District Attorney’s Bureau of Investigation, and
then as a night-duty bail agent for Harry Fradkin’s Bail Bonds. Working for Harry really helped
establish my law practice, because when opening up my storefront office in Van Nuys, I sent
announcements out to the hundreds of people I bailed out of jail, and had more clients than I
could handle from day one. In no time at all the storefront became a law firm and within two



years I bought an empty lot on Victory Boulevard and was constructing a one-story office
building for the several attorneys working for me. Costs for getting the structure up were kept to a
minimum because of intelligent purchasing. The labor was obtained from an attorney who
specialized in defending drunk driving cases for a local carpenter s’ union. He would charge
$750 for each defense, and when discovering that collection would be a problem, he ‘sold’ the
clients to me: I paid the attorney $300 for each carpenter, who was then allowed to work off his
legal fee by completing three weekends of framing for my law buildingPurchasing lumber was
another business success. One of my clients was a bookie and also a ‘small loan’ broker. He
was a general contractor who ran a roofing and siding business (a ‘tin man’), so his gambling
and loan clients were mostly in the construction business or owned small lumber yards. Each
week when it came time to collect his clients’ losses (or the vigorish on loans), he was often
required to accept payment in lumber – which was ultimately sold to me for about one-third of
the lumber yard’s price… and delivered to my building site early Saturday morning, just in time
for the hung-over carpenters to do their community service.Not having been a great law student
didn’t hold me back at all, because I learned early on that the A students become judges, the B
students become teachers, and the C students make a very good living - working for the D
students.Needless to say, I was the employer in the above paragraph, and my specialty was
schmoozing and getting clients… but I feel that my natural business ability did just as much to
build the practice as my ability to attract clients. More on that later in this book’s section on
building a law library.*****INTRODUCTIONAs a result of my law student years working as a bail
bondsman and with the Los Angeles District Attorney’s Bureau of Investigation as an evening
writ clerk, I became quite friendly with many Superior Court magistrates, and with their
assistance and recommendations, access to this book’s contributing judges was made much
easier. My leading question to each judge interviewed was “what’s the one thing that really
pisses you off when it comes to attorney behavior in your courtroom?” [I originally intended to
title this book “Don’t Piss off the Judge,” but political correctness ultimately won
out]*****WHERE’S VIN SCULLY WHEN YOU NEED HIM?Living here in Los Angeles, I have
become a Vin Scully fan. Not necessarily a Dodgers fan (I’m still loyal to my Cubs), but a Vin
Scully fan… and I wish he could comment on court proceedings just like he comments on
baseball gamesAny baseball fan knows that each team has a record of what every opposing
pitcher has in his throwing arsenal, and what each of the other teams’ batters can do with certain
types of pitches… and Vin Scully is like a walking computer, with all of that date in his head – or
at least it sounds that way when he says it.Unfortunately, there’s no Vin Scully doing courtroom
commentary – letting us know how every judge has every handled every ‘pitch’ tossed at him by
the attorneys that appeared in his (or her) courtroom.So, acting without Vin’s help, we did the
best we could while preparing this book, by interviewing as many judges as time permitted, and
in have reported quite a few of their preferences and pet peeves in the chapters that follow.We
also spent quite a bit of time poring through State Bar discipline reports and talking to
experienced attorneys in private practice, and have compiled several ‘horror’ stories about office



and courtroom experiences.*****WHERE TO SITIf there’s one thing you should know before
making your first court appearance, it’s how the seating arrangement is determined. Some
courts will have jury boxes and/or court reporters, but whether they do or not, they will all have a
place for a witness to sit and testify – and that side of the courtroom is for the moving party: the
plaintiff or appellant.Some courtrooms will have little placards on the table that say ‘Plaintiff’ and
‘Defendant,’ but when you go into a courtroom with no signs to give you a hint, just look to see
where the witness box is. By that time you should know if you’re the moving party or not, so
place yourself accordingly.Also, keep in mind that there isn’t a judge or attorney in any courtroom
who hasn’t had the ‘first appearance’ experience, so don’t worry – you won’t be laughed at; in
fact, even opposing counsel will probably help you out if it’s a minor procedural problem.A
classmate of mine worked as a law clerk in a firm during his last year of law school, and was
hired by the firm when his passing bar results came in. It would be another week or so before the
swearing in, so his firm had an appearance ready for him to make downtown, in the courthouse
across the street from the auditorium where the swearing-in ceremony was being held.Not being
familiar with the courtroom layout as described above, he walked in and saw that both counsel
tables were empty, so he set up shop at one of them, with an open briefcase, file spread out,
legal pad at the ready, and sat down.A few minutes later, just as the case was being called,
opposing counsel rushed in, came over to my friend, and brashly stated the first words on the
court reporter’s transcript after the judge’s calling the case: “Other table, dummy!”He survived
that embarrassment and ordered a transcript of the hearing. The page of that transcript with
opposing counsel’s seating suggestion is highlighted and framed. It now hangs in his office.And
while we’re on the subject of where to sit, I recall the time appeared for an arraignment and
because the court had a busy calendar, had to sit in the courtroom for the better part of an hour
before my case was called.There’s usually a small swinging gate (the ‘bar’) that separates the
public seating from the row of seats where attorneys sit and wait for their cases to be called.
Sometimes when it’s really a busy courtroom, we’ve even been known to occupy the juror’s
seating area… but the main thing to remember here is that if there’s room in front of the gate,
that’s where you’re supposed to wait for your case to be called. It also makes it easier for the
clerk to get your attention, should he or she need to. In other words, do NOT sit in the spectator
seats with your client. This is a bad practice for several reasons: first, you may not hear your
case being called. Also, if you’re sitting in the back of the courtroom, everything comes to a halt
while you’re trying to rush up to where you should be at the counsel table.
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